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This thesis explores the relationships between architecture and Community. 
How the relationships between O p e n SpaceS and the b u i l t f o r m S in housing 
design with different hierarchies allow for community, hoping to find ways to Promote the 
s e n s e o f neighborhood in the housing environment. 
Definition 
The basic idea of "community" has been defined as individual people having an association 
with one another: they meet, combine or interact to fulfill some common purpose or share 
some common interest (Hiller, 1941) 
The development of a residential community is highly related to the design of the physi-
cal environment. The role of architecture in enhancing the development of a community 
includes the provision of a suitable environment in increasing the chance among residents 
to meet and interact. 
1. Architecture should not act as barriers to cut off opportunities for interactions 
among residents. Convenient circulations should be provided for people to 
expand their networks naturally. 
2. 
3. 
Architecture could encourage the people who stay at home to spend more time 
outdoor by providing a nice environment outside the living units, hence 
increasing the chance for neighbors to meet and interact. 
Architecture could provide some points of gathering for residents to gather, to 
take part in activities together, to form common topics and to make friends. 
Tin Sui Wai New Town, Yuen Long, HK5AR 
In Hong Kong nowadays, the need to provide all citizens comfortable living conditions is 
enormous. Certainly, the idea of building high residential towers is a solution to accom-
modate the residents in the limited Hong Kong territories. With the increased height of 
the buildings, the effects of the air and sound pollutions can also be reduced with the 
increased distance from the sources. Residents can get away from the noisy streets, breath 
the fresh air high up in the sky and enjoy the great views from their apartments. 
However, how about the architecture design of high-rise with regards to the social aspects 
of human life and the community? 
5 
Plan Voisin for Paris (project, 1925), Le Corbusier 
Background 
The need to live vertically 
The cruciform residential tower is one of the most dominating architectural types nowa-
days in Hong Kong. Undoubtedly, there are many advantages to build high in urban 
districts. With the increased density, more people could enjoy the convenience provided 
by the urban environment. 
Le Corbusier believed, "The higher the density of a city's population, the shorter the dis-
tances to be covered... We must therefore build the city vertically". 




Cruciform tower type presents segregation 
The existing architectural configurations of the cruciform tower type do not have a well 
establishment of different levels of privacy, from the most public spaces, to the semi-pub-
lic spaces and to the private spaces and well established relationships between them. 
Segregation instead of integration is present. The designs often do not promote the sense 
of community, offering less chance for people to interact and communicate than that 
provided in natural vHlages. 
Between public areas and living units 
The visual connection between the public areas (lift lobbies and corridors) and the apart-
ments is reduced to a minimum: a security door viewer. This interface is purely designed 
from a defensive point of view. It presents a mentality of distrust of the outside space and 
people. In view of this setting, the constructions of the relationships among residents and 
the sense of local identity cannot be promoted. 
Relationships can on ly be bu i l t up very s lowly in rare occasions w h e n residents meet each 
other accidentally in the lift lobbies or during an active visiting for intentional purposes 
(e.g. after moving in)."...And yet if interesting, useful and significant contacts among the 
people of cities are confined to acquaintanceships suitable for private life, the city becomes 
stultified... a certain degree of contact is useful or enjoyable; but you do not want them in 
your hair. And they do not want you in theirs either." said Jane Jacobs.The sense of commu-
nity, local identity and belonging is constructed upon these various degrees of interactions 
between residents. 
Qualities of public areas in tower 
The common lift lobbies and corridors in between different living units failed to become a 
nice space for social interaction.The lack of natural light and ventilations and the limited 
space make it a utility area for circulation purposes only but not an active space for social 
interactions. 
Between public open space and living units 
The only common open space is often the podium gardens or the gated ground gardens. 
But with the height of the typical cruciform residential towers of Hong Kong being over 30 
storeys, the segregation between living units and open space is obvious. It can only act as a 
distant public space for the population in urban scale but not space for casual daily activi-










Space is either very private or very public without the in-between space 
Poor spatial qualities of the corridor and lift lobby 
Between different floors 
Different f loors are visually separated in the c ruc i fo rm towers w i t h l ifts as the on ly f loors-
connectors. Without the visual connections between different floors, the chance to build 
up relationships between neighbors on different floors is smaller than that among resi-
dents on the same floor. The greater the number of easily accessible neighbors, the bigger 
the possibilities for residents to find the suitable people to develop sound relationships. 
This is vital to the growth of a community. In the typical cruciform residential towers in 
Hong Kong, the number of your near neighbors is often limited to just a few. The building 
of a community is discouraged in this architectural configuration. 
The failure of the cruciform residential towers 
Undoubtedly, t he exist ing designs o f t he c ruc i fo rm residential towers deve lopmen t can 
fulfill the functional needs of the people to have a safe and comfortable individual shelter. 
However, t he qual i t ies o f c o m m o n spaces o f d i f fe rent levels o f pub l ic and pr ivate domains 
and the relationships between them should be reviewed. Fro m the individual living units 
to the common corridors and lift lobbies, from one floor level to the others, from the lift 
lobbies and corridors to the open garden space between building towers, segregations are 
present when relationships between different levels of privacy are concerned. 
Conclusion 
Undoubtedly, t he exist ing designs o f t he c r u c i f o r m r e s i d e n t i a l t o w e r s deve lop-
巾entcan fulfill the functional needs of the people in having a safe and comfortable 
ind iv idual shelter. However, in the cruciform tower, the space is e i the r ve ry p r iva te 
(individual living units) or ve ry pub l i c (the podium garden) w i t h o u t t h e I n - b e t w e e n 
space. This is another space where social interaction can take place. This is one of the 
reasons why many people in Hong Kong may d o n ' t k n o w the i r c lose ne ighbors , not 
to ment ion the bu i ld ing up o f a sound re lat ionship w i t h t h e ne ighbors and t he c o m m u n i t y . 
In contrast, the open space in front of the houses in some rural villages in Hong 
Kong serves as the space for the neighborhood community to grow. People 
could conduct daily conversations and other types of interactions while being close 
t o the i r homes. These are the qualities seldom found in the cruciform high-rise housing 
environment. 
So we can see that there is a close relationship between architecture and community and 
this is the main focus of the studies and explorations of this thesis. 
Segregation between floors 
02 Research 
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Introduction 
In the rural villages in Hong Kong, there exists a natural and relaxed setting for buildings 
to be designed. So, different villages with very different settings and spatial qualities could 
be observed. Also, with a loose control and management, the villagers are encouraged 
to create their own environment for living based on their experiences and favors. So, the 
architectures can reflect the basic and natural needs of the human better than the urban 
built environments. 
As a result, it provides a large range of spatial qualities to be studied. Streets of different 
widths, residential buildings with different relationships between indoor and outdoor, dif-
ferent relationships between buildings, etc., could be studied and analyzed to explore the 
relationships between architecture and the residential community. 
Issues to be studied: 
A. Circulation 
B. In-between space among living units 
1. Distance between living units 
2. Outside space definition 
3. Level differences 
4. Openness of private space 
5. Light and air qualities 
C- Gathering space 
1. Locations 
2. Spatial Qualities 
We have travelled to 25 rural villages in Hong Kong and concluded that the 5 villages we 
have choosen could embodied all the spatial qualities that could be found in all the 25 vil-
lages. 
Dis t r i c t V i l lages Cr i te r ia f o r Se lec t ion 
Level differences Public square/ space Common sp»ce With Commercial 
Activity 
With public buildings 
Fotan FoTanTsuen X X 
Lok Lo Ha X X 
Wo Uu Hang X X 
Ma Niu Shui Chek Nai Ping X X X 
Sal Kung KwuH Hun Yu TSu^ . , . ,• ’ X ' X X 
Ming Shun Tsuen X 
SafKuhgXau Hut X X X X 
Tui Min Hoi Chiten X X 
Yu Man Sun Tsuen X X 
Shatin U Uk Tsuen X X 
Pal Tau Hang X X X X 
Sha nn Tail X X X 
SiiaTlnWa 丨 X . . X X X 
Siu Lek Yuen X X 
Ta 丨 Po Pan Chung San Tsuen X X 
Sam Mun Tsat X X X X 
Tal Po Tau X X X 
Yuen Long 
in-between Nam Pin Wsl 
and Sal Pin Waf X X X 
X 
In-between Tai Wai 
Tsu«n and Yino Lui>a Wai \ X 
Nam Pin Wai X X 
Sai Pin Wai X X X 
TaiWaiT&uen X X 
Tsd Uk Tsuen X X X 
Tung Tau Tsuen X 
'# 
X 
Ying lurtg Wai X X 
Sam m u n I ^ ^ H n e w V i l l a g I —— sha t in wai 
TaiPo Sha Tin 
YUEN LONG KAU HUl 
Yuen Long 
SAI KUNG TOWN 
Sai Kung 
KWUN MUN FISHERMEN VILLAGE 
Sai Kung 
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Yuen Long Kau Hui 
Security > Community: 3 communities 
Connections to the adjacent villages are limited, limiting the expansion of the community as a whole. 
Sdi lumg Town 
One whole community 
Network of circulations increases the chance for residents to meet. It also provides multiple routes for 
residents to choose from. 
For effective communitication and convenience, circulation should be provided for resi-
dents to expand their community network naturally. 
However, there are also different issues affecting the design of circulation, namely security 
and level differences. 
0
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Section a 
Section c 
Kwun Mun Fishermen Village 
Community on slope 
Circulations is designed so that it gently goes 
up the hill. Segregation between adjacent living 
units is kept to minimum since there is no sudden 
change in level difference. 
12 
In-between space among living units 
13 
Width = 1.5m 
Just for circulations 
Too narrow for other 
activities 
Density > Community 
S h a T i n W a i 
厂 
Width = 3 m 
Athough it is not too 
wide, but 
community life 
manage to survive 
here. 
Yuen Long Kau Hui 
Density 二 community 
Distance between living units 
Space for outdoor activities 
To encourage activities outside the living units, the distance between living units is very 
important. However, as density is also a big issue in housing design, a balance should be 
f^aintained between density and the provision of space for community. 
14 
Width = 15m/9m 
When there is plenty of 
space, private life tends 
to extend beyond the 
living units, the sense of 
community is enhanced 
Community > density 
Kwun Mun Fishermen Village 
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Width = 13m 
Wide enough for various 
kinds of activities 
together with intimacy 
Community > density 
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I Fire partition walls provide a sense of enclosure to 
the space. 
Yuen Long Kau Hui 
Outside space definition 
Private outdoor space 
Undulating profiles of building edges create the demarcations of private outdoor spaces. 
Activities taken place in the private outdoor spaces can indirectly promote the develop-





•wvtm iviun nsnermen village 
The space between two cruciforms provide a space for a natural extension of space and 






The partition walls provide a sense of enclosure to 
the space. 





The level differences create certain sense of privacy without 
reducing the chance for communication. Hence a balance between 
level differences and community life is achieved. 
Kwun Mun Fishermen Village 
This old lady create her own platform which is on the same level to the main 
pedestrian paths. She likes to talk to neighbours and strangers walking by. 
s 
s ection B Old lady's platform 
Level differences 
Balance between Level difference and community 
These situations in the villages show that a balance between community and level differ-
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The balcony acts as the 
zone for communications 
between different floors 
and increases the sense of 
privacy of the space behind 
at the same time. 
Yuen Long Kau Hui 
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20 
The low walls allows unobstructed visual 
and certain degrees of physical connec-
tions between neighbours. 
Further privacy is achieved through the 
second layer - the permanent facade. 
2 layers of facade 
Sam MunTsai New Village 
1 St layer 
-0.7m wall 
-maintain visual connections 
between living units 
2nd layer 
-building facade 
(windows and dooor) 
-higher level of privacy 
Openness of private space 
Multiple layers of facade 
In order to encourage communications between neighbours while maintaining the sense 




1 St layer 
-fences 
Three different zones of different level of openness and privacy 
are achieved because of the presence of multiple layers of facade 
3 layers of facade 
Kwun Mun Fishermen Village 
3rd layer 
-building facade 2st layer ‘ 
(door and windows) -stairs/ low wall 
22 
In this situation, the two layers are both of higher level of privacy 
-without the layer which are relatively more open. 
It does not encourage communication. 
2 layers of facade 




(windows and door) 
1 St layer 
-1.5m wall 
0 1 2 
23 
Sea breeze is blown on-shore to pro-
vide a cool environment for outdoor 
activities. 
The roof provides shading to the 
outdoor space. -
Therefore a cool environment is cre-
ated. 
Sam MunTsai New Village 
51 
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Light and air qualities 
The sense of outdoor 
Environment with sufficient quality of air and natural light is crucial to encourage different 
usages of in-between space and outdoor private space. 
24 
0 1 2 5 
Sufficient sun light is available to support the various kinds of 
activities including planting, clothes hanging, fish drying, playing, 
etc. 




The corridor and lift lobby are entirely enclosed. 
Only artificial lighting and ventilation are provided in the 
corridors and lift lobbies of cruciform towers. 






Yuen Long Kau Hui Number of common gathering space = 1 
Space 1 (a sitting area) 
Located at the main entrance of the village 
Closest to the local node where 4 path intersects with the most active 
coni明中al activities : :::、.. • 雙 一 ! 」 」 ： ； ： 
. 卞 : 1 L 4 : • 拿 f 划 ffl 
雜 1 等 
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Sai Kung Town Number of common gathering space = 2 
Space 1 (the 3 restaurants) 
Located at one end of the village 
At the node with 6 paths intersecting which are the main 
routes connecting Lakeside Garden, theTui Min Hoi area 
and the Sai Kung Town Centre 
Space 2 (the grocery store) 
Located at the entrance of the village 
Closest to the Sai Kung New Town Centre 
Near the Tin Hau Temple 
V StV IW*.'抽 M 




To encourage gathering of residents f rom different 
located at convenient locations. 
, the gathering spaces could be 
28 
Yuen Long Kau Hui 
The si t t ing area is set back f rom the line of the 
street so that gather ing here does not obstruct the 
pedestrian flows. 
Shading is also provided. 
5 2 T — o 
Spatial qualities 
The desire to stay 
Suitable environments for the social activities, like the sense of enclosure for sitt ing 
Also, it should not obstruct the pedestr ian flows. 
29 
Sai KungTown 
The sitting area is set back from the line of the 
street so that gathering here does not obstruct the 
pedestrian flows. 








The gathering area is set back from the line of the 
street so that it does not obstruct the pedestrian 
flows. 
Cantilevered shading devices protects people 
from the strong sun and the rain. 
31 
Conclusion 
In conclusions, the following qualities are observed in the villages that encourage interca-
tions between residents and promote the development of residential community. 
1. Visually & physically well connected circulation 
Visually and physically well-connected network of circulation helps to promote 
interactions, not segregations. 
2. Spatially well-defined in-between space & its relationships with private space 
& publicspace 
The in-between spaces are wide enough for other activities but not just for 
circulation. There is a certain portion of the private space which is outdoor 
and very open to the public to promote interactions between inside and outside. 
3. Convenient & well-defined Gathering space 
They are located at a convenient location and do not obstruct the 
circulation. Also, the space are designed to provide a nice environment to 
carry out social activities. 
The Balance 
In housing design, there are also many other factors affecting the thinking process, e.g., 
the Density, the Security, the Level difference, the sense of privacy, etc. We should also pay 
attention to the other factors and create a balance between the pursuit of community and 
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»六年按在H!®〖tif-»i (-tsD • tsa件分Kw分的e湘人u Yuen Long 
• Less than 1 year _ Between 1 to 7 years _ Between 7 to 10 years 
Site 
Selection of site 
Residential community is very important to the populations who depend more on the local 
residential community. E.g. the low-income new-immigrants, the elderly, the home-staying 
people, the children, the retired people, etc. 
34 
Yuen Long was chosen as the site as there are the largest populations of new-immi-
grants from Mainland China. The re-construction of their social network is crucial for them 
to get used to live in Hong Kong. 
With reference to the neighboring housing developments of both public and private sec-
tors, plot ratio of 3 is chosen for this housing demonstration. 
In the design phase, a model for the future housing design is demonstrated in which inter-
actions between residents and the growth of community is encouraged. 
i\\ 
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North - westrail l ine and station West-Tai Kiu Village 
Site context 
The site is located on the edge of the Yuen Long Town Centre. To the north, there is the 
west rail line. To the west, there is the rural village. To the south, there is the busy shop-
ping streets ofyuen Long. And to the east, there is the transforming industrial area which is 
turning into office area. 
East-transformed Industrial South - busy shopping street 
The locations of the nodes relate mainly to the pedestrian flows. The node at the north-
western corner receieves people from the wetrail station while the one at the south-east 
corner receives people from the major open spaces of this area. The south node connects 
to the street leading directly to the artery of Yuen Long, the Yuen Long Main Road. The 









The design focuses on the relationship between the def in i t ion of physical env i ronment and 
the di f ferent activities relating to the g rowth of communa l life. 
The fo l lowing issues are the keys in designing residential architecture relating to the devel-
opment of the sense of communi ty . 
Firstly, the idea of grouping gives the definition of the physical boundary of a cluster of 
families. The sense of belonging could be enhanced since the residents know they belong 
to a certain group of people. 
Indoor and outdoor common spaces are crucial to the development of a sound communtiy 
since they provide the necessary spaces for residents to interact and to develop sound 
relationships. If the common spaces are shared by a smaller group of people, they tends to 
be used more actively. 
The interface between different domains are very important too. It acts as the mediator 
between different spaces. E.g., the front garden acts as the space where interactions occur 
between the occupants and their neighbors. 
36 
Groupings 
How groupings of di f ferent hierrarchies are formed. 
Common spaces 
How outdoor and indoor spaces of different hierarchies 
are defined and organized. 
Interface 
How the interface between different hierarchies of 
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00 Massing Strategy (1:1000) 
The massing models are used to study the spatial organization of the built forms and open 
space 3-dimensionally. They can also be put onto the site model to study the contextual 
relationship. 
The first model on the left shows the total massing with a plot ratio of 3. 
The second one demonstrates the "street" design approach which emphasizes the impor-
tance of the street as the open space and the left-over masses are the housing blocks. 
The third massing model shows a very different approach in which housing blocks are seen 
38 
as objects placed on an open field. Open spaces are the left-over space between towers of 
housing blocks. Also, the large open spce is seen as one whole area which doesn't belong 
to any specific housing tower. The sense of belonging is not strong. 
The forth one on the right shows the slab block configuration. Here, the solid and void is 
arranged in roughly 1 to l ratio. The open spaces is well-defined by the housing blocks. It is 
quite clear that the open space is shared by the two adjacent housing blocks. 
01 "Front & Back" 
The "grey space" represent the space where the entrances of the living units are located. 
The "white space" are the space where the bedrooms face. This configuration could also 
create an active entrance courtyard, where most of the social interactions take place and 
an relatively more quiet space, which could be common park for relaxation. 
02 Multiple courts 
This configuration incluedes the peripheral multiple courts and a central court. The court-
yards are shifted on upper levels to create open surfaces which could act as sky gardens for 
social interactions. 
39 
03 Open space network (streets and courts) 
The open space network on ground level is crucial for both the general public and the resi-
dents to orientate themselves easily. It provides a clear order for organization. The streets 
widened to form public plazas and parkspace.The network should also be linked to the 
surrounding open space network. 
40 
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04 Multiple courts study 
The idea of multiple courts is then re-considered step by step. 
Firstly, the rectangular voids are crafted out of the solid block to create courtyard spaces. 
The dimensions of the courtyards are considered carefully with regards to the issues of 
privacy and the issue of intimacy for social interaction. 
In the above model, the courtyards are penetrated to provide entrances and nodes which 
connect to the surrounding urban context. 
41 
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For the above model, the entrances are extruded upward, resulted in a group of slab blocks The courtyards of this model are shifted horizontally, creating open surfaces at upper levels 
with vaious shapes. and they could be served as spaces for common outdoor spaces. 
42 
05 Open space network (G/F) + Inner Courts 
In the previous massing models, there is a sense of ambiguity between public space and 
semi-public space. The natures of the courtyards are not clear. They can be public and 
semi-public. Also, the sides of the living units facing the courtyards should be sometimes 
the entrance side and sometimes the bedroom side. As a result, the problem of over-look-
ing would occur. 
In order to tackle the above problems, the housing project is seen as ia multiple of seperate 
island blocks with courtyards inside. The edges of the block define the open space outside. 
This configuration clearly identifies the public space and semi-public space. 
In the above model, the islands with inner courtyards are shifted horizontally at upper 




In this model, I studied the programmatic organization. The shops and restaurants are 
mostly located on the lower floors together with the mojor community programs such 
as elderly centre and youth centre. The residential units are located on the upper floors in 
order to keep away from the noisy traffics. Several small stalls and neighborhood gather-
ing space could also be found on the upper floors to provide convenient and local spots for 
gathering and interactions. It can help the development of the community. 
44 
06 Open space network (G/F) + Inner Courts (East-west orientation) 
By arranging most of the living units on the east-west orientation, the units could receive 
better sunlight penetration and achieve better ventilation with the prevailing wind blown 
from the south. However, the sense of enclosure is much weakened by the linear configu-
ration. 
45 
07 Open space network (G/F) + Inner Courts + Transformed courts 
Finally, the idea of "transformed courtyards" came up. 
In order to achieve a simplicity of spatial organization, the upper part of the courts are no 
longer shifted to create open surface. Instead, as the level goes up, the 4-sided courtyards 
are transformed into 3-sided ones, opening one side to become common outdoor spaces 
at a upper level. As it goes up further, the 3-sided courts are changed to the L-shape slab 
blocks, forming even larger new open spaces at high levels. These transformed courtyards 
not only open up the sky, letting more sunlight to be received at lower levels, but also 
form different relationships with the adjacent courtyards on different floors, creating new 
46 
grouping and encourage interactions between adjacent courtyards. 
08 Partial study models (1:250) 
Partial study models in the scale of 1:250 were made to study the spatial qualities of differ-
ent space of di f ferent dimensions and di f ferent relationships. 
In the above model, although the sense of community could be sensed, the "front and 
back" relationship is still unclear as sometimes the bedrooms are facing the corridor op-
posite, seperated by just a 1 Om void. The sense of privacy could be an issue in this circum-
stance. Also, the depth of the living units is too narrow, resulting in unreasonable dimen-
sioning and organization of the interior space. 
In the above model, the depth of the living units is increased and more comfortable inte-
rior space is achieved. The "front and back" problem is also solved. Now bedrooms are only 
facing bedrooms but not acces corridors. Entrances are facing entrances and more social 
activities are encouraged under this configuration. 
47 
09 Living unit study models (1:250) 
This set of models studies the spatial structures of the living units. How the main spaces 
(bedrooms, living rooms, dinning space) and the service spaces (toilets, kitchens, store 
rooms) are organized. This is crucial in the design of a multi-storey housing project as it af-
fects the functioning and flexibility of the design very much. 
The model of the left has living units with a too narrow depth. The interior space can't work 
well. 
The model in the middle has the depth of the living units increased and introduces an idea 
of the service space and the served space. It provides a clearer organization of space which 
also could work well vertically because the service space could be placed on top of each 
other. 
The right one shows the idea of having fixed modular spatial units but with different com-
binations, different sizes of living units could be formed. 
48 
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3- bedroom types 
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These books and articles have been great sources of inspiration to me. 
DKvni 
,\\i> \ m: or i>f<i;.vi' 
c:nn;s 
m j i 
»Bruce M3it 
Life between buildings, Jan Gehl, 1971 
2. Death and life of great American cities, Jane Jacobs, 1961 
Bigness or the problem of large, SMLXL, 
Rem Koolhas and Bruce Mau, 1995 
Reinventing the skyscraper, a vertical theory of urban design, 
Ken Yeang, 2002 
1. Life between buildings 
Jan Gehl, 1971 
This book, first published in 1971, continues to be a widely used handbook on the 
relationship between public spaces and the social life of cities. It is written by Jan Gehl, a 
Danish architect and urban design consultant based in Copenhagen. 
Important points include: 
1. Classification of outdoor activities in public space into 
a. Necessary activities: 
those that are more or less compulsory - going to school or 
to work, waiting for a bus, distributing mail, etc 
b. Optional activities: 
those pursuits that are participated in if there is a wish to 
do so and if time and place make it possible, like walking to get a breath 
of fresh air, standing around enjoying life, etc. 
c. Social activities: 
It is the 'resultant' activities, as in nearly all situations they evolve from 
the other two kinds of activities. Because it is a direct consequence of 
people moving about and being in the same spaces.This implies that 
social activities are indirectly encouraged when better conditions are 
provided in public spaces. 
2. How physical structure could visually and functional supports the desired social 
structure of the residential area. 
"A social structure and corresponding physical structure with communal spaces 
at various levels permits movement from small groups and spaces towards larger 
ones and from the more private to the gradually more public spaces, giving a 
greater feeling of security and a stronger sense of belonging to the areas outside 
the private residence." (R61) 
3. Familiarity with human sense is a crucial quality for designing and dimensioning 
all forms of outdoor spaces and building layouts. 
a. Smell - limited range: Generally at distances of less than 1 m for people 
to catch the relatively weak odors from other people. Stronger odors can 
be perceived at 2m to 3m. • 
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Hearing 一 with greater functional range: The ear is quite effective within 
distances of up to 7m. It is still possible to hear a lecturer at distances up 
to approximately 35m. 







Figures can be seen as human individuals 
Determine a person's sex, approximate age, what that 
person is doing. 
Recognize facial features, hairstyles, people met infre 
quently 
Perceive clearly the feelings and moods of others. It 
starts to be truly interesting and relevant in a 
social context. 
Normal conversations usually take place in this range. 
a. Intimate distance (0m-0.45m) 
The distance at which intense feelings are expressed. (E.g. love, 
anger, etc) 
b. Personal distance (0.45m-1.3m) 
The conversation distance between close friends and family 
c. Social distance (1.3m-3.75m) 
For ordinary conversation among friends, acquaintances, 
neighbors, co-workers, etc. 
d. Public distance (greater than 3.75m) 
The distance for someone who wants to hear or see an event but 
does not wish to become involved. 
There is a self-reinforcing process in life between buildings - something happens 
because something happens. 
From large scale city planning, to small scale, it is vital to assemble instead of to 
disperse, to integrate rather to segregate, to invite instead of to repel, to open 
up rather than close in. These are the keys to developing an active environment 
which is attractive and lively. 
2. The Death and Life of Great American Cities 
Jane Jacobs, 1961 
First published in 1961, it has been one of the most influential books ever written about 
city. Jane Jacobs criticized the orthodox planning principles of the Modern Architecture, 
with the most influential figures such as Ebenezer Howard and Le Corbusier, failed to safe 
the city from decay and even destroyed the vibrant inner-city communities and neighbor-
hoods. The reason behind the failure is the lack of understanding of how a city works.The 
modern orthodox planners learn from the "saints and sages" how cities ought to work and 
what ought to be good for people and businesses, without facing the reality that cities do 
not work as they think. 
Jane looked closely to the city, to the most ordinary scenes and events, trying to find the 
principles underlay. 
Important points: include 
1, The use of sidewalks: for safety, contact and assimilating children 
2. The conditions for city diversity \ 
The generator for diversity 
The need for primary mixed uses 
The need for small blocks 
The need for aged buildings 
The need for concentration 
Some myths about diversity 
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3. Bigness or the problem of Large, S, M, L, XL 
Rem Koolhaas and Bruce Mau, 1995 
S,M,L,XL presents a selection of the essays and projects produced by OMA, leaded by Rem 
Koolhaas with the collaborations of the graphic designer Bruce Mau.This book is about 
many contemporary issues and observations noticed and studied by Rem Koolhaas and his 
company. 
Projects and essays are arranged according to scale. Small and Medium address issues 
ranging from the domestic to the public, Large focuses on what Koolhaas calls "the archi-
tecture of Bigness." Extra-Large features projects at the urban scale. 
His essay "Bigness or the problem of Large" is a seemingly true story of the apparent trend 
of "architecture" now with the shopping malls and airports getting bigger and bigger. His 
five "theorems of Bigness" seem quite right. 
1. Beyond a certain critical mass, a building becomes a big building. Such a mass can 
no longer be controlled by a single architectural gesture, or even by any combina 
tion of architectural gestures. 
2. The elevator with its potential to establish mechanical rather than architectural 
connections and its family of related inventions render null and void the classical 
repertoire of architecture. Issues of composition, scale, proportion, detail are now 
moot. 
The "art" of architecture is useless in Bigness. 
3. In Bigness, the distance between core and envelope increases to the point where 
the facade can no longer reveal what happens inside. 
4. Through size alone； such buildings enter an amoral domain, beyond good or bad. 
5. Together, all these breaks - with scale, with architectural composition, with 
tradition, with transparency, with ethics 一 imply the final, most radical break: 





sudden to me the "bigness" is just a super concentration of programs of a city 
single architecture. So it can coexist with the city or be a city within a city. It is like 
a "Microsoft window" of architecture which absorb as many as programs as possible in the 
architecture. I think ultimately, he has suggested a new kind of high-density city in which 
urbanism exists inside architectures in contrast to the traditional city where the urbanism 
takes place mainly on roads and streets which is celebrated by Jane Jacobs in her Death 
and life of great American cities. 
4. Reinventing the skyscraper - a vertical theory of urban 
design, Ken Yeang, 2002 
Ken Yeang presented a new approach to the tall building, where its design and 
planning are perceived as a form of urban design which takes precedence over its architec-
tural form-making.The high-rise built environment could be more physically and socially 
comprehensive, more humane and more habitable. It should be a replication of the ideal 
and pleasurable life that we currently enjoy at the ground plane. 
Important points include: 
1. Decompartmentalising the skyscraper's Built form 
2. Urban design framework and vertical land-use mapping -
•• 、 
3. Diversification of vertical land uses 
4. Public realms and place-making in the sky 
5. Vertical landscaping and open spaces 
6. Creating neighborhoods in the sky 
7. Movement, accessibility and streets-in-the-sky 
8. Artificial land in the sky: Flexibility and change / . 
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Village study + case study 、 
Village study 
In the rural villages in Hong Kong, there exists a natural and relaxed setting for buildings to be designed. So, different V i l lages W i t h V e r y 
different settings and spatial qualities could be observed. AISO, with a loose control and management, the villagers are 
encouraged to create their own environment for living based on their experiences and favors. So, the architectures C a n reflect the b a s i C 
and natural needs of the human better than the urban built environments. 
As a result, it prOVideS a wide range of spatial qualities to be studied, streets of different widths, residential buildings with 
different relationships between indoor and outdoor, different relationships between buildings, etc., could be studied and analyzed. 
We have travelled to 25 rural villages in Hong Kong and concluded that the 5 Villages We have choosen C O U l d embodied all the 
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Distribution of the villages 
SAM MUN TSAI NEW VILLAGE 
Tai Po 
SHA TIN WAI 
ShaTin 
YUEN LONG KAU HUl 
Yuen Long 
SAI KUNG TOWN 
Sai Kung 
KWUN MUN FISHERMEN VILLAGE 
Sai Kung 
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S H A T I N W A I 
Shatin (since 1644) 
to house Tse's and Lam's family migrated from Guangdong Province 
u J- T V D C I I I Linear arrai 
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Sam Mun Tsai New Village 
Tai Po (since 1960's) 
to re-house villagers affected by the construction of Plover Cove Reservoir 
•J imtm mmm mmm utmrni mnmx immu mnxun tmium mmuit 
饭!umi 船 mmt fitrntmi mnwm 
m 
T V D [ I linear arrangement I 
I Y r t I with storage, kitchen, chair and table 
, - \ •一 
T V D C M linear arrangement 
I Y r t II with storage, kitchen, toliet, chair, table and television 




TYPE IV SltSSWn.tol iet ,chairandtable 
YUEN LONG KAU HUl 
Old Yuen Long Market 
The market was set up between Sal Pin Wai and Nam Pin Wai in 1669 1 
.,I - L 
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TYPE I With chairs 
T Y p p I I Linear arrangement 
• T r c i 丨 With plants, storage 
- p Y P F I I I Linear arrangement 
• T 「 [ M I , With p l a n t s , storage, chairs 
Kwun Mun Fishermen Village 
Tui Min Hoi.Sai Kung 
To re-house villagers affected by the construction of the High Island Reservoir in 1978 
TYPE I Linear arrangement With plants, storage, chairs, tables TYPE II 
Courtyard arrangement 
With plants, storage, chairs 
Linear arrangement 
With plants, storage, kitchen, chair, table 
Sai Kung Town 
Sa 丨 Kung 
A market place for fishermen and villagers about 100 years ago. 
T y P F I Linear Arrangement 
• T 「 C • With plants,storage,chairs 












Choi Hung Estate 
Location: Choi Hung 
Year of Completion: 1964 
Architect: P&T Architects and Engineers Ltd. 
Characteristics: 3 floors as a module 
Type of Block: Old Slab 
No. of Units: 7400 
No. of Units per common space: 30 units {tall slab 
Types of Unit: no partition 一 -
Size of Units: 
.杉 
:500 typical plans 500 section 
p -
！J 
& s J 
j丨n r
 e l 
Sui Wo Court 
Location: FoTan 
Year of Completion: 1980 
Architect: P&T Architects and Engineers Ltd. 
site plan 
Characteristics: 3 floors as a module 
Type of Block: Non-standard 
No. of Units: 3501 
No. of Units per common space: 12 units 
Types of Unit: 2 bedrooms & 3 bedrooms 
Size of Units: 43-65m2 
CASE STUDY 
-village in high density 
-collective housing project 
- to study circulation, organization of common spaces and the interface between the private and community 
SaiWan Estate 
Location: SaiWan 
Year of Completion: 1959 
Architect: / 
Characteristics: Multiple Grounds 
Type of Block: Old Slab 
No. of Units: 600 
No. of Units per common space: 10 units 
Types of Unit : / 
Size of Units: 35.5-56.3m2 
m 
plans 
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